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1.A customer has a requirement which is currently unavailable in an out-of-the-box product.
Who would be able to assist in troubleshooting the customer when developing a custom solution?
A. IBM Sales
B. IBM Support
C. IBM LAB Services
D. Raise an enhancement request with IBM
Answer: C
2.A customer's IT infrastructure includes ten different directories, one for each country branch. The
customer now needs a single directory for some centralized applications. The customer would like to
make as few changes in the environment as possible.
Which product do you recommend?
A. IBM Security Identity Manager
B. IBM Security Directory Server
C. IBM Security Directory Integrator
D. IBM Security Access Manager for Web
Answer: C
3.A company is planning to design an identity and access management solution across multiple data
centers which will automate the user life cycle management and streamline their access management
process.
Which two key design principles should be factored in for designing a comprehensive identity and access
management solution? (Choose two.)
A. Design for integrity
B. Design with single zone
C. Design for accountability
D. Design for single layer of defense
E. Design for single data center and then extend it
Answer: C,D
4.Which scenario is typical for onboarding a new web application into IBM Security Access Manager for
Enterprise Single Sign-On?
A. Use AccessStudio to create a profile in the test environment. Confirm the profile works and use it
directly in the production environment.
B. Create a junction configuration in the test environment, confirm successful authentication, export
configuration from test import into production environment.
C. Use AccessStudio directly in production environment to create a new application profile, confirm by
using the test functionality in AccessStudio, and upload new application profile to production IMS server.
D. Use AccessStudio to create a new application profile. Add a condition so the profile is only available to
your test users. After confirmation of the test users, remove the condition to enable the profile for all users
in the production environment.
Answer: D
5.A company is using IBM Security Access Manager and wants to extend the functionality of the help desk
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users so that they can assist the end user in troubleshooting and diagnostics.
Which WebSEAL functionality is used to allow help desk users to assume the identity of the user who is a
member of the Security Access Manager Domain?
A. Switch User function
B. Switch Admin function
C. Transfer User function
D. Switch Application function
Answer: A
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